


Inspired by bespoke tailored suiting, Plimode is a rare 
weave of elegance and fitted comfort. The cloth on 
the back rest and seat has been painstakingly applied 
to ensure there are no gaps, divides, or creases. 
Attention to every stitch, every detail, every fit, and 
every finish. With vast, yet refined fabric and color 
offerings, Plimode is made to fit its space. 
The three-dimensional curve results in a soft 
contour that forms to your body—the product of 
years of research and expertise. 
Plimode. A work of engineered office comfort 70 years 
in the making. Every bit of the craftsmanship and 
design that the house of Okamura has to offer.

Beauty and comfort in 
equal measure.



Splendid contours, tastefully curved.Exquisitely curated fabrics and colors.

Every detail ,  meticulously crafted.



A single, sweeping arc silhouettes the seatback tapering down into a fine, curved edge that 
unites it with the seat. The arm rests form supple, flowing curves. Seat adjustments have been 
simplified into a clean, minimal component. It's a design of pure beauty that is as pleasing 
visually as it is physically.

Understated elegance.



Slimmer. 
Lighter.



Impeccable from any distance.
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The mesh structure provides a supportive 
cradling effect emanating a fitted comfort 
you don't normally experience in modern 
conference chairs.

Inner Mesh Structure 2
The tension adjustment slider is easily 
accessible from a seated position. To control 
the seat tension or lock the recline, simply 
push the slider to your preference.

Smart Slide Operation

Every bit of technology at our disposal has gone into the design 
and comfort of Plimode. The inner mesh structure makes 
the back rest almost impossibly slim. Our advanced resin 
molding techniques have produced arm rests with a modern, 
streamlined curve. Under the seat, you'll find a compact 
control cluster. Engineering and ingenuity woven together 
in unprecedented quality.

Strong engineering, concealed 
within delicate aesthetics.



Each workspace reflects a unique attitude; the furniture should too. We created Plimode with 
boundless style to work in synergy with its space. With 42 standard fabric colors and several 
other styling options including custom capabilities, there's a Plimode for every workspace.

Styles to match any space.
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Pull the lever under the seat to 
adjust seat height.
 (5-Star Base:110mm/
Highstool:150mm)
* 4-star base does not include 
this function.

Seat Height Adjustment
The back rest and seat move in 
tandem using your ankle as a 
natural pivot point. Reclined 
posi t ion of fers support  and 
comfort for upper thighs.
 (Recline Angle: Up to 15°)

Ankle Tilt Synchro-Recline

The ure thane-molded sea t  
offers three different levels of 
firmness. The seat transitions 
from soft padding in the front to 
firm support in the back.

Multiple Density Cushion

Specifications

Backrest Type

Base Type Frame Type

Body Color Seat Type

Specifications

Fabric

Function

1. Tension Adjustment Slider
2. Seat Height Adjustment Lever

Seat adjustment controls are 
consolidated into a simple clus-
ter under the seat. Controls are 
easily operated from a natural 
seated position. Simply slide the 
Smart Operation Lever to adjust 
recline tension (high/low) and to 
lock back rest position.
* 4-star base does not include 
this function.
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Backrest Type
Armrest Type
Frame Type
Body Color

IndigoGrayDark Brown Sage Dark Green Yellow Pale PinkTerracottaBeige

Fabric / 5-Star Base Fabric / High Stool

Fabric / 4-Star Base Leather
5-Star Base

Leather
4-Star Base

Standard Seat (For Fabric) Wide Seat (For Leather)
 520 (20 1/2”)490 (19 1/4”)

High Back Middle Back

Black White

Aluminum Plastic

Armrest Type

OptionOption

Aluminum Plastic Without Armrest

5-Star Base 4-Star Base (Auto Return) High Stool

* In addition to standard fablics listed, there are more 
fabrics available from the “Okamura Premier Collection”. 
Please visit our website for more information.

Firm
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that specif ications, dimensions, and colors are subject to change without notice. 
The colors of the actual products may dif fer somewhat from the colors shown in 
the catalog, depending on printing conditions.




